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GROHE
EASYTOUCH

LOVE AT
FIRST TOUCH
Simple activation/deactivation
of the water flow by touch.

Kitchens are hands-on places, where multi-tasking is a must.
Why not make life easier for yourself with a GROHE touchactivated faucet? We’ve developed an innovative solution that
lets you control the flow of water without using your hands,
making your kitchen more hygienic, convenient and instinctive
to use. GROHE EasyTouch faucets can be activated with a
simple touch of the wrist or elbow. Leave your hands free and
keep your faucet sparkling clean. Change the way you control
your kitchen with just a single touch.

Manual control with the lever.

Ideal for busy kitchens where there’s always
something going on, GROHE EasyTouch is
hygienic and convenient, and comes without
any compromise on style. With GROHES’s
innovative EasyTouch technology you can spend
less time cleaning and more time cooking,
baking, kneading, finger-painting...living.
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GROHE
EASYTOUCH

LOVE AT
FIRST TOUCH
The kitchen is the heart of your life at home – and let’s face
it, sometimes life gets messy. With GROHE’s innovative
EasyTouch faucets sticky fingers won’t slow you down and
cross-contamination is a thing of the past. Hidden GROHE
technology lets you start and stop the flow of water with
a single tap of your arm, wrist or the back of your hand,
anywhere on the spout. No more greasy fingerprints or
struggling to turn a lever with your elbow.
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GROHE EASYTOUCH
PRODUCT FEATURES

GROHE StarLight®
Radiant long-life shine resistant
to soil and tarnishing.

NEW

SmoothTurn
GROHE‘s EasyTouch technology automatically
detects whether you are touching the faucet
in order to start the water flow or whether
you are holding the spout for less than 5 seconds to swivel it into place.

NEW

EasyTouch
Just touch the faucet at any point with your
wrist, elbow or just your fingertip to turn the
faucet On and Off. Adjust to desired
temperature with the new mixing valve.

Pull-Out Mousseur Spray
Increases operating radius of the faucet
and offers different sprays.

GROHE SilkMove®
Activate/Deactivate the faucet
using the mechanical lever.
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GROHE
LADYLUX³ CAFÉ TOUCH
Put the sweeping, sensual power of water at the centre of
your kitchen with the Ladylux³ Café Touch. Ladylux³ Café’s
distinctive fluted swivel spout and beautifully tactile lever
combine ergonomic design with visual flair. And with the
addition of GROHE’s EasyTouch technology, you can also
control the water flow with just one touch.
Choose your EasyTouch function in the standard-version
with an integrated mixing unit or upgrade with an undersink Grohtherm® Micro thermostat for perfectly controlled
warm water and no danger of scalding.

30 205 001 / 30 205 DC1
Electronic Sink Mixer
with pull-out dual spray

34 507 000
Grohtherm® Micro

Colour options:
000/001 I StarLight® Chrome |

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

Easy
Touch

40 553 000 / 40 553 DC0
Ladylux soap dispenser
for liquid soaps
15 oz. capacity

DC0/DC1 I SuperSteel

Pull-Out
Dual Spray

Speed
Clean

Comfort
Height

Forward
Rotating Lever
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GROHE
MINTA TOUCH
Modern and minimal, the sensual curves and arcs of
GROHE’s Minta range will never go out of fashion, and
sit perfectly in any contemporary kitchen. Now you can
add the ultimate in cleanliness and convenience with the
EasyTouch model. Letting you turn the water flow on and
off with a touch of your arm, Minta Touch puts you in
control. Choose your EasyTouch function in the standardversion with an integrated mixing unit or upgrade with
an under-sink Grohtherm Micro thermostat for perfectly
controlled warm water and no danger of scalding.

Minta Touch has been approved and
recommended for use by disabled people
and the elderly. It has been tested and rated
“good” by the Institute for Gerontotechnik
for Barrier Free Building, due to its one-touch
operating technology and ergonomic design.

31 359 001 / 31 359 DC1
Electronic Sink Mixer
C-spout
with pull-out dual spray

30 218 001 / 30 218 DC1
Electronic Sink Mixer
L-spout
with pull-out spray

34 507 000
Grohtherm® Micro

40 535 000 / 40 535 DC0
Cosmopolitan soap dispenser
for liquid soaps
15 oz. capacity

Colour options:
000/001 I StarLight® Chrome |

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

Easy
Touch

DC0/DC1 I SuperSteel

Pull-Out
MousseurSpray

Pull-Out
Mousseur

Speed
Clean

Comfort
Height

Forward
Rotating Lever
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GROHE
EASYTOUCH
INSTALLATION
The Installation of the EasyTouch faucets is surprisingly easy. Just follow the
main installation steps below and your faucet will be ready to use in no time.
To see the complete installation, scan the QR code on the right-hand side to
watch the installation video online.

To watch the full installation video on YouTube
scan the QR code with your smartphone or tablet.

1. Pass the three flexible hoses through the base plates and the o-ring, hold it in place under the mixer. Then guide the
hoses and mixer through the tap hole. Assemble the mixer under the sink with the fixing set.

2. Attach the flexible hoses (cold & warm) to both t-connections and connect the mixing valve with the t-connector on the
cold water angle valve via the single flexible hose.

3. Secure the controller and the solenoid valve housing to the kitchen cabinet (max. distance to mixer of 300mm) and
connect it with the mixing valve.

4. First fix the yellow balancing cable under the sink using the supplied tape, then insert the battery into the solenoid valve.

5. Preset the desired temperature for the EasyTouch function at the mixing valve. Test and enjoy the EasyTouch technology!
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GROHE
FOOT CONTROL

FREE
YOUR HANDS
TAP
YOUR FEET
Kitchens are hands-on places, where multi-tasking is a
must. Why not make life easier for yourself with a GROHE
foot-activated faucet? We’ve developed an innovative
solution that lets you control the flow of water without
using your hands, making your kitchen more hygienic,
convenient and instinctive to use. GROHE Foot Control
faucets turn the flow of water On and Off with just a tap
of your foot on the base unit. Leave your hands free and
keep your faucet sparkling clean. Change the way you
control your kitchen with just a single tap.

Ideal for busy kitchens where there’s always something
going on, GROHE Foot Control is hygienic and convenient,
and comes without any compromise on style. With
GROHE’s innovative Foot Control technology you can
spend less time cleaning and more time cooking, baking,
kneading, finger-painting...living.
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GROHE
FOOT CONTROL
For kitchens where time is of the essence and convenience is
a must, why not go hands-free? GROHE’s new Foot Control
faucets can be turned On and Off with a gentle tap of your
foot on the base unit, leaving your hands free and your faucet
spotless at all times. Two of our most popular faucets now
come with this innovative Foot Control technology, or you
can retro-fit the feature to any GROHE pull-out/pull-down
kitchen faucet. To say goodbye to germs, mess and hassle,
simply tap your feet!
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GROHE FOOT CONTROL
PRODUCT FEATURES

GROHE StarLight®
Radiant long-life shine resistant
to soil and tarnishing.

GROHE SilkMove®
Activate / Deactivate the faucet
using the mechanical lever.

Comfort Height
Height of the spout allows easy
filling of large pots.

NEW

Pull-Out Dual Spray
Pull-out dual spray increases operating radius
of the faucet and offers easy switching
between regular water flow and the spray.

Foot Control
Allows to just touch the bottom side of the
cabinet with a gentle tap of your foot to turn
the faucet On and Off Preset to desired
temperature with the new mixing valve.

Simple activation/deactivation of the water flow
with your foot or with the mechanical lever.
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GROHE
K7®
FOOT CONTROL
Unlock the professional potential of your kitchen with
the K7® Foot Control faucet. Enjoy the high-performance
of the K7®’s professional spray feature and extractable
hose combined with the convenience of Foot Control
technology. The faucet’s crisp architectural styling
makes it a design feature in itself, but the exceptional
pro-level features mean its more than a match for any
task. For busy kitchens where efficiency is a must the K7®
Foot Control faucet puts you in total control – and leaves
your hands free for other tasks.

31 314 000 / 31 314 DC0
K7® Medium Foot Control
with professional spray

30 310 000
Retro-Fit™ set
to upgrade any GROHE pull-out/pull-down
kitchen faucet with Foot Control technology

Colour options:
000 I StarLight® Chrome |

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

40 535 000 / 40 535 DC0
Cosmopolitan soap dispenser
for liquid soaps
15 oz. capacity

DC0 I SuperSteel

Foot
Control

Professional
Spray

Speed
Clean

Comfort
Height

Forward
Rotating Lever
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GROHE
LADYLUX³ CAFÉ
FOOT CONTROL
Introduce elegant, functional and ergonomic design to your
kitchen while enjoying the effortless functionality of handsfree operation with GROHE’s Ladylux³ Café Foot Control
faucet. The sleek lines with a wide swivel spout remain the
same while the GROHE Foot Control lets you keep your
hands free and your faucet germ-free. With a pull-out dual
spray feature and the dazzling, durable GROHE StarLight®
finish, the Ladylux³ Café Foot Control is the perfect choice
for a fuss-free kitchen design.

30 313 000 / 30 313 DC0
Electronic Sink Mixer
with pull-down dual spray

Colour options:
000 I StarLight® Chrome |

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

30 310 000
Retro-Fit™ set
to upgrade any GROHE pull-out/pull-down

DC0 I SuperSteel

Foot
Control

Pull-Out
Dual Spray

Speed
Clean

Comfort
Height

Forward
Rotating Lever

40 535 000 / 40 535 DC0
Cosmopolitan soap dispenser
for liquid soaps
15 oz. capacity
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GROHE
FOOT CONTROL
INSTALLATION
The Installation of the Foot Control faucets is surprisingly easy. Just follow the
main installation steps below and your faucet will be ready to use in no time.
To see the complete installation, scan the QR code on the right-hand side to
watch the installation video online.

To watch the full installation video on YouTube
scan the QR code with your smartphone or tablet.

1. Pass the three flexible hoses through the base plates and the o-ring, hold it in place under the mixer. Then guide the
hoses and mixer through the tap-hole. Assemble the mixer under the sink with the fixing set.

2. Attach the flexible hoses (warm & cold) to both t-connections and connect the mixing valve with the t-connector on the
cold water angle valve via the single flexible hose.
*For foot control operation of the above shown Essence faucet, install with the GROHE Retro-Fit™ Foot Control set.

3. Secure the controller and the solenoid valve housing to the kitchen cabinet (max. distance to mixer of 300mm/11.8 in.)
and connect it with mixing valve. Insert the battery into the solenoid valve.

4. Fix the yellow balancing cable under the sink using the supplied tape. Fix the Foot Control sensor plate on the plinth panel
or on the bottom side of the cabinet and attach the sensor cable to the Foot Control sensor plate.

5. Pre-set the desired temperature for the Foot Control function at the mixing valve. Test and enjoy the Foot Control
Technology!
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GROHE
EASYTOUCH-FAQs
How can I regulate the temperature and
the water flow?

How long does the battery last?

This depends on how often you use the EasyTouch function.
The battery is very durable and has a
The faucet can be operated as a regular kitchen faucet,
where the temperature and the water flow can be adjusted lifetime of 2-4 years.
with the mechanical lever function.

What temperature and water flow intensity
can I expect with the EasyTouch function?
EasyTouch allows cold & warm water to be activated,
and the flow intensity is pre-set. Use the mixing valve to
adjust to your desired water temperature.

Does the water flow automatically start,
when touching the faucet, e.g. to swivel?
No, the EasyTouch technology automatically detects
whether you are touching the faucet in order to start
the water flow or whether you are holding the spout for
less than 5 seconds to swivel it into place.

How can I tell when the battery needs
replacement?
When the battery is completely empty, the EasyTouch
function will no longer work. Approximately 1 month before,
the water flow will pulsate 3 times, when activating
the EasyTouch function, to indicate that the battery is
depleting.

Can I still use the faucet if the battery is
completely empty?
Of course. By using the mechanical lever function.

Does the faucet also work under
extreme climatic conditions?
How do I clean the faucet?
Simply touch the faucet for longer than 5 seconds.
The cleaning mode will be activated automatically for
2 minutes.

What happens if I do not stop the water flow
with the EasyTouch function?
No worries! For safety reasons the water flow
will stop automatically after 60 sec.

Is the EasyTouch technology battery- or power
pack operated?
The EasyTouch faucets are battery-operated.

Certainly. Even at temperatures of up to 104 degrees
Fahrenheit, with air humidity of up to 80%, the EasyTouch
faucets remain perfectly functional.

GROHE
FOOT CONTROL -FAQs
How can I regulate the temperature and
the water flow?

Is the Foot Control technology battery- or
power pack operated?

The Foot Control technology is battery-operated.
The faucet can be operated as a regular kitchen faucet,
where the temperature and water flow can be adjusted with
the mechanical lever function.
How long does the battery last?
What temperature and water flow intensity can
I expect with the Foot Control function?
Foot Control allows cold & warm water to be activated,
and the flow intensity is pre-set. Adjust to your desired
temperature with the mixing valve – Change it anytime,
when needed.

Where do I need to position the Foot Control
sensor to ensure a perfect activation?
To ensure a perfect activation, the Foot Control sensor
can be positioned below the cabinet, behind the plinth
panel (max. thickness of 25mm/0.98 in.) or anywhere
on the kitchen unit within reach of max. 1,10m/43.3 in.

How do I activate the Foot Control sensor?
The water flow starts and stops by holding your foot
near to the Foot Control sensor.

This depends on how often you use the Foot Control
function. The battery is very durable and has a lifetime
of 2-4 years.

How can I tell when the battery needs
replacement?
When the battery is completely empty, the Foot Control
function will no longer work. Approximately one month
before, the water flow will pulsate three times, when
activating the Foot Control function, to indicate that
the battery is depleting.

Can I still use the faucet if the battery is
completely empty?
Of course. By using the mechanical lever function.

Can I install the technology to my current
GROHE kitchen faucet?

Yes, with the GROHE Foot Control Retro-Fit™ set every
What happens if I do not stop the water flow with the
GROHE faucet with a pull-out/pull-down spray can be
Foot Control sensor?
upgraded to the Foot Control technology.
No worries! For safety reasons the water flow will stop
automatically after 60 sec.
Does the faucet also work under
extreme climatic conditions?
How do I clean the faucet?
Certainly. Even at temperatures of up to 104 degrees
Fahrenheit, with air humidity of up to 80%, the Foot Control
The faucet can be cleaned like any regular kitchen
faucet since the Foot Control technology will not be affected faucet remain perfectly functional.
by cleaning.
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